The increase in health costs can be explained by several factors, such as the aging of the population, changes in the morbidity and mortality structures of the population and the introduction of new medical technologies in the diagnosis and treatment of diseases.^[@r1]^

Moreover, the guarantee of the appropriate and safe use of the medications also covers clinical, economic, legal, regulatory, and cultural aspects that must be taken into account in the decision-making process in the health sector. The first study on the economic analysis of medications was published in 1979 by Bootman et al.^[@r2]^

In recent years, drug costs have become a threat to the sustainability of public health systems in many countries. These costs have affected other major priorities in the health sector, and these costs have not resulted in significant health indicator improvements. Medication-related economic expenses involve not only the cost of treatments resulting from inappropriate drug use but also the purchase of prescription or non-prescription drugs.^[@r3]^

According to the World Health Organization (WHO)^[@r4]^ lifestyle is the set of habits and customs that can be influenced, modified, encouraged or inhibited by the prolonged process of socialization. These habits and customs include the use of substances such as coffee, alcohol, tobacco or tea, dietary and exercise habits. These substances are important and have consequences for health and are often investigated through epidemiological studies.

Unhealthy lifestyle behaviors, such as alcohol consumption, smoking, sleep disorders, and sedentary individuals, have been responsible for the development of several diseases. On the other hand, medical, diagnostic advances and modern therapeutics have been responsible for improving quality of life and longevity. Unlike lifestyle, the term "quality of life" involves physical and mental well-being.

Recent studies have shown that lifestyle interventions are as effective as evidence-based medical therapies in reducing mortality.^[@r5]^

The reduction in mortality in the USA attributed to the decrease in risk factors, as a result of the improvement in the environmental lifestyle, reached 44%, while those related to medication use were 47%.^[@r6]^

There is strong evidence that lifestyle changes have a major impact on the quality of life of individuals and of the population.^[@r7]^ Lifestyle is considered fundamental and determinant for health, mainly related to individual behavior (eating habits, stress management, preventive behavior and physical activity).^[@r8]^ Regarding physical activity, the WHO states that physical inactivity is among the four main causes of mortality worldwide.^[@r9]^

The article by Fernandes et al.,^[@r10]^ published in 2018 in *Arquivos Brasileiros de Cardiologia*, evaluated the association of some quality of life-related items with medication costs, an idea that has validity, as it is currently thought-provoking. However, even though a multivariate analysis was performed, it is difficult to establish a causal association. Issues such as quality of sleep and alcohol consumption were associated with costs, while physical activity and smoking did not show an independent association.

The balance of positive and negative variables makes an overall conclusion regarding lifestyle and cost of medications indeterminate. Since it is difficult to mechanistically justify the association with some variables, but not with others, we conclude these associations may result from a residual confounding effect.

Therefore, we consider this article^[@r10]^ brings reflections, but this question cannot be defined, leaving it in the open for future studies. It is important to have monetary costs in mind in relation to decision-making. But whether lifestyle is the focus to rationalize the system has yet to be defined. First, this causal association is doubtful; second, there are more direct and predictable ways of reducing costs; and, finally, the economic reasoning will not be a determinant of the lifestyle recommendation or quality of life, which should be sought regardless of the costs.
